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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

COVERING
Leather Soft Cover

LEGS
Wood Metal Plastic Castors Upholstered

FILLING
Arms Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Seat cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

Back cushion Fiber

Foam

Feather/Fiber Mix

Feather

COMFORT
Standard Comfort Firm Comfort

FUNCTION
Bed Electric motion Motion Recliner Sliding

OPTIONS
Nails Removable Contrast Stitching

WRINKLES &
VISUAL

APPEARANCE

Low Medium High

WRINKLES & VISUAL APPEARANCE
The product may reveal various wrinkles due to the combination of Elasticity of the covering, characteristics of the interior construction and the design of the product.

High Low Medium

Products with Visual Appearance listed as High or Medium would require higher degree of care, where seats and back cushions may require fluffing and plumping
more often than Products with Visual Appearance listed as Low.

NOTES

Available in leather (TG only) or fabric.

Compared to the open base motion models already in collection, this model features a new
mechanism that allows to keep clean the sofa bottom, without the wooden shell that usually
hide the mechanism under the sofa.

Smart touch buttons to activate power reclining functions positioned on the inner side of both
arms.

The armless relax seats have an upholstered switch flap on the side that can be easily
hidden between the seats to activate the mechanism.

A battery pack can be ordered with its own version 830. For order entry please use XX for
category and XXX for cover code.

Feet available in metal finishing 79 (Matte Black)
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